
  

 

 

It was a peaceful day; the sun was shining than the Emperor had loads of 

knocks on his temple door. He was shocked at this because he was in the middle 

of is praying session. When he went to open his door loads of people shouted, 

“When was I born? When was I born?” Frustrated and angry, fed up and 

annoyed, he was so sick of people always knocking on his door and bothering 

him and disturbing him. He knew he had to do something about this annoyed, 

fed up, angry he spent a lot of time thinking about this while eating grapes and 

looking down at his lovely green land. 

 Walking up and down his curdier like a mad chicken he had to do something 

about this. So he got the eagle (which was his favourite animal) to deliver a 

letter to all the animals in china. The Jade Emperor was going to set up a race to 

decide what year what you were born in such as if the pig comes first the first 

year would be named after the pig and so on. Many sunrises later, it was the day 

for the race: all the animals were ready by the water. Confident, the dragon was 

boasting about how he was going to win and have the first year named after 

him. Laughing at him, the tiger said that he was going to win. “Be quiet!” 

bellowed the Jade Emperor. “Prepare your selves for the race.” 

Boom! Off they went.  The sneaky rat knew  

he wouldn’t win and had devised a plan.  

Carefully and softly, the cunning rat,  

scurried on to the ox’s back. Meanwhile, 

the monkey was still up a tree eating a banana:  

the pig was enjoying himself by rolling around  

in the mud: and the dog was paddling around  

in circles! 

 

Eventually, the finish line was in sight. The devious rat leapt from the ox and 

dived for the finish line first and won! Some animals thought it was cheating; 
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others (like Jade Emperor) thought it was mischievous but clever. All the 

animals were bickering, “He doesn’t deserve to win.” Moaned the dragon.  

“I had no idea you were there rat. I was clueless. You are a cheat!” groaned the 

ox.  Then the Jade Emperor shouted, “Stop! The rat won. He will have the first 

year named after him and that is the end of it.” 

The animals had no choice but to go home and sob. 
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